
FROM 
AWKWARD SILENCES TO
AWESOME SIGNPOSTS:

Team culture action-learning
assessment.

 

Does your team seem to be stuck in repetitive
limiting behaviours that is impacting collective
performance? 
Do you want to know what's really going on and start a new conscious
team conversation to open new doors for new ways? 

Working in silos?
Lacking trust? 
Cycles of ineffective communication?
Lacking initiative, innovation and/or collaboration?

Your team has untapped talent and potential to achieve more together?
Like any other skill, new ways of working can be supported through new
skills and conscious practices.

Team purpose and achievement
Individual meaning, purpose and wellbeing
Your own meaning, purpose and wellbeing
Your organization’s mission and contribution to the community!

Do you experience your team as:

Do you believe:

 
And, do you believe this matters as it is important for:

Like any skill, I believe teams can consciously learn and practice ways of
working together where the unspokens can shift from feeling like a threat to
being an opportunity. Your team will gain greater shared understanding,
acknowledgment of patterns of limitation, and meaningful insights to focus
collective, conscious action enabling new growth.
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 6 week team support program.
Online or in person.
2 x 1hr one-on-one sessions per member.
Additional 1hr one-on-one per team lead.
5 x 2hr team group workshops.
Up to 18 participants per program group.

Approach

Explore what is creating the observable
performance limitations through identifying
current themes and potential opportunities
for positive change based on the lived
experiences shared by the team members: 
Deepen understanding of what is really
going on in the team?
Explore and share different human
perspectives held in individual and team
narratives.
Share new collective understanding.
Co-create a mindful and heartful presence.
Set new team intention.
Practice a foundation of conscious
conversations to support new
understanding and collective behaviours. 

. 

The unique mindful and heartful six-week, team
program is designed to support conscious
exploration within your team to:

 

What participants say...
"Veronica’s openness, honesty and raw display of

vulnerability through her programme was exactly

what our team needed to help bring out the best in

our individual and collective selves. Being collegiate

takes courage and the trust and support that

Veronica conveyed through the process was

central to helping us develop positive change.  

Highly recommended.”  

"Thank you Veronica for taking us on  this journey.

I'm confident the team will be able to take it on and

continue to take charge on our culture and

destination..."


